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More and more use is being made of the indeterminate
Btructiire, The increased use evolves from the principal
motives of aesthetics and economics* Cleaner lines are
made possible. For example, compare the lines of the rigid
portal with Its counterpart » the comparatively ugly roof
truss* As for economy, this type of struct\ire is an elas«»
tic unity; that is, the whole structure is effective in
resisting a given loading, making possible the uae of
smaller sections* The increasing use can be seen also as
a result of the development of the welded Joint which is
the best icnown method of fabricating an elastic unity*
Finally, it has been realized that riveted and reinforced
eoncrete connections in many cases are rigid or semi-rigid
connections and economies can be effected by treating the
structure as an indeterminate*
Even with the admitted advantages of aesthetics and
econoniy, the indeterminate structure is not always popular*
The first objection Is the difficulty of theoretical analy*
sis. A few years back the solution of such a structure
demanded a fine background of mathematics; but the develop**
ment of procedures and short cut methods, notably Professor
Hardy Cross* method of "Moment Distribution" has in part
reiiiedied the first objection*

Ko longer does the design demand an extensive knowledge of
mathematics; however, the developed procedures are tedious
computations lending to arithmetical errors. The second
objection Is the uncertainty of simplifying assumptiozui
necessary to make a theoretical solution possible • The
second objection can be laot by the prudent use of models.
Some of the structures n^iioh lend themselves especially
to analysis by raodels are: continuous beam, portals,
arches of all kinds, steel framed buildings, and Vlerendeel
trusses*
There are several different methods of analysis that
may be used* There is the direct method in which a loaded
etinicture is tested for strains* This is not practical
for the design of a single structiu*e but might prove
feasible where there is considerable duplication. A modi*-
fication of the direct method is the construction of a
scale model which is loaded, and a study is made of tlie
strains produced. The construction of a scale model is
time consuming and relatively expensive. Structures can
be analyzed by measuring the slope and deflections of load*
ed models. This work will concern itself with the analysis
of structures by the use of unloaded deflected models, the
method raost commonly used.
Mechanical analysis by deflected structures is based

upon Clerk Maxwell's law of reciprocal duflectionSf which
states that the distortion, either angular or linear and
measured In any given dlroction, of any point **a" in a beam
or frame due to a unit load, either angular or linear and
in any direction, at any point "b" Is equal to the distor-
tion at the second point "b** due to a unit load at the
first point "a", provided that at each point the loads and
distortions are always measured in the same direotion*
The proof of Maxwell's theorem may be seen in i^ae fol-
lowing example t
i
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In the simply aupportod beam shown In Pig» Al let
A ^ » deflection at A due to a lanit load at A|
A' g « deflection at B due to a tanlt load at A;
A 3 s deflection at B due to a unit load at B; and
A^A * deflection at A duo to a unit load at B« How, if
loads P^, and Pg are applied to points A and B respoctlvo*
ly, the deflection at A is (PiAi / P2^a5 *^^ ^^^^ ^**-
rxectlon at B is (P^^^ / P^)- Considering that load.
P. and Pp aro applied sisiultaneously the work done on the
beam is:
But, it the loads P. and P„ are applied suooesslvely, the
work dcme by application of P» la
The work added by the ar:>pli cation of P^ is
iPg (PgAg) / p^PgA;
The total work dona by P^^ and Pg applied successively is
w « ^Pi (P^A^) / iPg (PgAs) / P1P2AA
This value of work should equal the value of work done by
the simultaneous application of loads*

A g the deflootion at B due to a unit load at A t« equal to
A.
J.
the deflection at A due to a unit load at B,
The basis for meohanicaX analysis may b« shown by this
simple exainplet
4
^
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Fls* A2

If the reaction C in Pig« A2 is removed and C is allowed
to deflect due to the load P^ at B, the deflection at C
is equal to P-Z\-, where A is the deflection at C due to
1 C C
a unit load at B, Now, if the load P^^ is removed from the
structure and a vertical force Rp is applied at C, the de-
flection at C is equal to R^Ac ^^^ ^^® deflection mt B
is equal to H^„» whereA is the deflection at C due to a
unit load at C andZ\g Is the deflection at B due to a unit
load at C, For the loaded structure to be in equilibrium
it is necessary that
, . «c^c • ^l^C
SinceA p sA ^,
R^ » ?p^ B
Ac
This is a fundamental equation upon which mechanical
analysis is based. If the structure of Pig* A2 is replaced
by an unloaded model of proportional elastic qualities,
and if the model is deflected at C an araountc/Q, the de-
flection at B will hQc/^f and ex B is equal to Ab of
the deflected real structure. Thus it is, that ex B is th©
value of the ordinate of the influence line for the reaction
at C, and the value of the ordinate at any other point X
is crX , Likewise, if the sti'ucture of Fig. A2 is one
ex C
having a horizontal redmidant and a moment redundant at C
A.
\^-
due to the load P, , it may bo proven that
He 9 Pj^ C/^BW
C/^EG
^ ?1^V
^C
and
where <^q la the dlsplacenont of B in the direction of Pj^f
jlQ is an applied horizontal deformation at C and^Q is
an applied rotational deformation measured in radians
•
fhe construction of the model in siost cases may bo
made swiftly and inexpensively. Where the structure is
subjected to loads producing bending, and axial strain is
negligible in comparison, the model need only represent
the elastic properties of the structure. This can be ac-*
oompllshed by making the .icsnents of inertia of the various
cross sections proportional to the loraents of inertia of
the corresponding sections in the prototyi 3» The majority
of structures fall in the above category. In structures
where the amount of bending is small in comparison with the
strain due to axial forces, for example, a braced fraiie*
work, the cross sectional areas of the model must be made
proportional to the cross sectional areas of the prototype.
If both bending and axieuL strain are appreciative, a true
scale nodel is necessary, but fortunately, this is seldom
the case*

8Models may be constructed of various materials. Th#
materials which are coniinonly used are: steel splines^
cardboard and plastics* Each of these has advantages and
disadvantages. The steel can be given lar^e deflections^
but the model is more difficult to construct, especially
if it represents a structure of variable cross sections.
The cardboard's chief advantage is its ease of construction,
but the model cannot roadily withstand wear and tear# On
the other hand, a plastic model is not as easily construct*
ed but it is capable of withstanding comparatively anigged
treatiaent.
There are two general classifications in which analyses
may be placed, depending upon whether large or small de-
flections are employed. Large deflections have tho advan«»
tage of requiring less O3q50nslve equipment for their
measurement, and the effect produced by a distortion can
readily be envisioned. On the other hand, considerable
error may be produced by using large deflections. The
theoretical development which makes this type of analysis
possible is based upon the fact that work is a function of
the movement of a load point in the direction of the load.
In the use of models, it is assumed that a point on the
centerllne moves perpendicular to the original location of
the centerllne.

9Thl« !• not true I ho9mvw$ tJi© error produced by tht
•vsiptlon is iMiglli^lbXe W^:mr^ defXeotloruB ftre •tmXXf btit
mft;^ be oonniddr^bXe wri#a^ dofXeotlonn are Xarge* For tl^«
purpose of ^i« mre^m^e dl0»ign office tae ftdv6raa£^e of
iaiiiut# defXecticm metha<l lo offset b^ its main dlft&dir<mtii^«ii
tmm»1^9 expenelve appttr^fttxis* AXaOt to ftohi^vtt timiQi&tmt
ro«uXts the operator mu^t acquire a derinlte teelml^a#f
fhe beat ki)o«m Xarge cM'lLoetion apparattis lo the 0otts«lmXlc
Contlnoatat* which e^pXo;>^0 atoaX apllnim a« modeXai md^
thua fart tlie beat knoMi clefXeotldti apparatus la tho Ba|^
!>aforfseterf whloh aeaaur&a Mmita defXeotlona*
Since the beat k&cmn £»»thod of mechar;^lcaX aoalfUlat
tha Bagga l)efor^itar« IM not tmm4 iu the average ^ngijtMiariiig
office ohlefXj beoauaa of the ^Kpanaliraiieaa of th» e^^p«»
Bsentf it la the purpose of tliia work to Invaatlgato aoala
and xilcrcsaeter siethoda of meohanloaX aimlsrala} rni^i^ :s^p«i
lfli|K>rtatit^ to dev&lop, if poaaibXot eXeetrlcaX and ciptioal
i^aria appXlcabXe to BW-aaurlxig minute dafXectlomi of sio^aXa*
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The Gottachalk Continostat, mentioned in the Introduce
tion» has the disadvantage that where the structure to be
analyzed has a varying cross section, the model's section
must be varied with the addition of steel splines to re»
present the elastic properties of the structure* This laay
be done with eome difficulty, depending upon the assort^
ment of splines available. Also, the method of building
up the model leaves lauch to be desired. The moment of in-
ertia is varied in steps rather than smoothly. In certain
types of structures, for example, in arches, this type of
construction may cause serious errors. Although tlie pro-
perties of steel splines are ideally suited for large de-
flection apparatus, it will be shown by the followino ex-
perlments that even a plastic can successfully be used as
a model#
In the following experiments tho plastic "Vlscaloid*
of tmiform thlclcness was used. The elastic properties of
the models were made proportional to the elastic properties
of their prototype by making their depth at every section
proportional to the cube root of the moment of inertia of
their prototype at every section. This can be seen from
the expression:
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I of 8tructiareP<l I of model
A model 18 Inches In length, 5 * in depth and 3 *
thick, as shown in Fig* Bl, was constructed. The niodel
was moimted on a drawing board at points A, B, and C with
small finishing nails to represent a two span continuous
beam supported at these points # Vertical deflection was
applied at C and the influence line determined for the re*
action at C« The experiment consisted of two sets of
readings, one for 3 " deflection and the other for 1 17 "
deflection at C« Readings were taken at every inch along
the beam and were measured from a steel bar which was
clamped to the board in a position parallel to the und©«
fleeted model. A seal© graduated to 1 " was used and the
deflections read to 1 " From the data of Fis» Bl, it can
be seen that with the increased deformation at C came in-
creased accuracy*
Since a scale witii the least reading of 1 ** v/as used,
it was possible to be off a half unit in readings of the
initial position and half a iinit in the readings of the
deflected structure giving a ciamulative error of 1 **•
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uFurthermore, this ewor was Just as likely at the reaction
point C. Assuming that the deflection at C was not In error,
a 1 " error would causo a discrepancy In the influence line
ordinate of •0208" in the 3 " deflected model and .0123" in
the 1 17 ** deflected model. The majority of the readingi
were within the above values*
To Increase the accuracy a larger model was used to-
gether with refined measurements. The second model was 48*
In length and 3 " In depths (Pig» B2) Deflections varying
I
from approximately i" to 1 2 " were given to point A, and
3
resulting deflections at ©very 4" point were measured with
a micrometer* The micrometer used was actually a depth
gage held In contact with the bar clamped to the drawing
board parallel to the undefleoted structure. Since fric-
tion between the board BXid the model could cause error,
bearings were placed under the model at various points to
serve as pivots. Care was also taken that the model was
able to rotate freely about the nails at the reactlcai
points A, B, and C»
Prom the data It may be seen that the results v/ere
close to the calciliated values, but there was little dif-
ference between the results of the .502" deformation of A
and the 1.67" deformation of A«
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This, of course, was due to the Increased accuracy of tho
micrometer method over the scale method* ICnowlng when the
micrometer ca:ne Into contact with the model was the c^Q&t'>»
est difficulty encountered » Since the model was of plas-
tic material it had the tendency to creep under the applied
deformation, but, as far qs was discerned, the creep had
no effect on the results # The model acted as an elastic
body with the application of the deformation at A and took
the shape of the influence line for reaction A« Imnadiate-
ly after the application of the deformation, the riOdel be-
gan to creep, that is, it had the tendency to take the shape
of the deformed structure as a permanent set and there*
fore had no maleffect on results • The way that subsequent
deformations were applied is of interest. After each set
of readings, the model was not brought back to its zero
position, but the deflection at A was increased to the value
desired for the ne^vt set of readings, thus Illustrating
that creep had no effect on the results*
Another experiment ?/as performed using the second
model except that the model was mounted at points A, B, C,
and P as shown in Pig* B5 to represent a tiiree span con»
tinuous bean. Deflection was again applied at point A and
the procedure of the preceding two span analysis followed.
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A raodel of a pin stipported rigid portal was next con-
structed with dimensions as shown in Pig# B4» A defloctlon
of .SOS" horizontal deflection was given to point D and th©
Influence line for the horizontal reaction of D waj3 dc«»
termlned. All measureraents were again made with a roicro^
meter» A second horizontal deflection of #429" was applied
to D and readings taken. Tlie results were satisfactory*
It was noted in the several mechanical analyses tliet
the largest percentage 03?rors occurred at th© points of
ffilnlisum deflectloni but these were the points where loading
produced the least effect upon th© redundant under considera-
tion.
Although continuous beams and a rigid portal of con-
stant section were considered, good results might also be
obtained for continuous beams and rigid portals of vciry-
ing section, for arches of constant and varying sections,
for braced arches, sewers, etc., provided that reasonable
care Is taken in selecting the scale of the model, and in
talcing the measurements. The construction of a model for
a braced arch Is somewhat different frc»a th© construction
of continuous beams and rigid portal models. Assum-lng
that th© forces on all bars are axial, the majority of
strain energy is utilized in shortening or lengthening tli©
bars rather than in producing banding; therefore, the cross
»©ctlon of th© bars of th© mod©l must be made proportional
to the cross sections of the bars of the prototype
•
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Although good results may be obtained by the larg*
deflection methods of analysis, they do not compare with
the results obtainable with the Beggs Deforraeter. The
Peformeter's success lies in the fact that minute deflections
are employed, which is more in keeping with what happens
in the actual structure, and that the method employs an
excellent microscope capable of consistently reading de-
formations to one ten thousandths of an inch* Any other
method of mechanical analysis which would give results com*
parable to that achieved with the Deformeter would neces*
sarily have a means of measuring minute displacements com«
parable with the excellent microscope* An answer to tiie
problem might be the conversion of minute displacements to
more easily measured quantities* Displacements could be
made to work changes in the resistance, inductance or ca*
paoitanoe of an electrical circuit*
Resistance for Displacerient Conversion
^ei:ZA^7
Fig* CI
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A small copper contact was attached to the model so
that when the model doflected the contact moved over a
section of high resistance nlchrome wlre(Pig« CI), In*
creasing or decreasing the length of wire in the circuit.
Since the resistivity of nlchrome was known, it was at-
tempted to calculate displaceiinent by measiiring the changes
in resistance effected by the moving contact*
fig* 02
Resistance measiiroments were made by zoeans of a
Wheatstone Bridge as shown In Pig. C2* The high resist-
ance niclirorae wire with the sliding contact was connected
in as R and decade resistance boxes served as Rm# Rxj ft^d Rp*
A 6 volt battery was used as the current source*

21
A sensitive type of wall galvanoinoter» manuTactiired
by Leeds and Horthrup Conpany, was used to balance the
bridge* VShen the bridge was balanced there was no differ-
ence of potential between "C and "d"»
% ^H • ^P ^p
Since no current flowed into the galvanometer, lu • I^g and
I^ m Ip« Therefore,
Ry • % R»
the galvonoraeter was sensitive enotigh to the slightest
curx»ent, and resistance could be laeasuredj but it could
not be correlated to dlsplaoeiaent becaiase contact resist-
ance between the sliding contact and the nlchrome wire did
not remain constant* In fact, the changes in contact re-
sistance were out of all proportion as compared to tlie
changes of resistance that were effected by dlsplace:a3ent»

22
Inductance for Diaplacerient Conversion
An impedance bridge as ahown in Pig» C3 was con-
structed and used in thifs experiment for determining the
desired indiictances. An audio oscillator was used to
^Scf //atpr^^^A
Fig* 08
increase the frequency so that the bridge could more
easily be balanced by neons of the cathode-ray oscillo-
graph or by means of phones • It was connected into the
bridge throiigh a 1 to 1 transformer in order that the os*
cillator would actually be isolated from the bridge.
Otherwise, changing the bridge constants might cheuic© the
frequency of the oscillator*
Various sizes of coils were placed in the arm X and
in the arm S« It was hoped that in deflecting, a model
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might be able to move a soft Iron core In or out of a coil
80 as to change the Inductance of the coll, and thereby,
serve to measure the aT^ount of displacement* However, It
was found that only with comparatively large coils and oorea
was it possible to produce measiirable effects. Also the
results wore affected by mutual inductance in the various
parts of the bridge; but it was possible to reduce this to
a negligible quantity by proper shielding.
It was decided that this system was not practical at
audio frequencies because of the size of coil and cor©
necessary
#
Capacitance for Displacement Conversion
The same set-^up was used as in the preceding ox*»
periment except that the inductive reactance of the arm X
was replaced by a capacitive reactance and the arm S by
a standard capacitor. In this experiment it was proposed
that minute displacements in the capacitor plates in Brm,
X would cause changes in capacitance which could be
measured with the aid of the oscillograph. This experi-
ment was unsuccessful at audio frequencies with practical
sizes of plates.
In using the impedance bridge and Wlieatstone bridge,
the standard arms were checked to see if they were as
calibrated, for the precision of the results depends not
only upon the sensitivity of the balance but also upon the
precision of the calibration of the standard arms.
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One of the basic principles that has found wide and
varied use in all branches of industrial development is
that employed in the electronic osdilator • Tlie purpose
of this section will be to investigate the suitability of
this device in measuring the minute deflections required
In the analysis of structures by the use of unloaded w'^cale
models*
Before stiggesting an application of this device to
the problem with which this thesis is concerned, it would
be well to discuss, at least in general terms, the prin*
ciple upon which it functions, so that the difficulties in-
volved may be better understood and overcome.
Host oscillator circuits ai^e made up essentially of
a parallel resonsuit circuit, sometimes called a teriJr cir-
cuit because of its ability to store energy, and an ampli**
fying tube connected as in Pig* Dl*
"Wmn—- +
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This Is a simple electron tube oscillator of the Hartley
type, one of the basic oscillator circuits. In the above
circuit, as in many of the most coimaonly used oscillator
circuits, the resonant i?requency is dependent on the value
of inductance and capacitance in a timed circuit connected
to the grid and plate circuits of an electron tube* At
resonance, in parallel connected tuned circuits, the lmp9*
dance is a majcimum and, therefore the current flowing is
a lainiiatun* As for any parallel resonant circuit, with re-
sistance in both branches, the frequency of resonance
in this case may be calculated by the formula
f^« 1 xl^^L^-^
However, the calculations are greatly simplified if the
branch resistances ai»e neglected, in which case the above
equation reduces to
f
J.
« 1 X 10^
where the frequency is in kilocycles per second, inductance
is in microhenries and capacitance is in mloro-microforods*
This approximation Is close enotigh for the vast majority
gradio work. The value of the resistance in the tuned cii>»
cuit is important, howevor, in determining the sharpness of

26
the resonance curve, since that Indicates the sensitivity
of the circuit* A very sliarp resonant curve, which results
from a low value of resistance in the branch circuits,
has a well defined peak value of equivalent impedance in
the tuned circuit when operating at resonant conditions^
as indicated by curves in Fig, D8#
The sharpness of a circuit is referred to as the
quality or Q of a circuit €tnd is usually defined as the
ratio of total inductance to total resistance* Since the
Inductive reactance is u^sually the controlling value, the
Q is in moat cases given as the ratio of Inductive roactance
to the resistance in the inductive branch* A high value of
Q indicates that a circuit is lightly damped, has a sharp
resonant peak, and high selectivity* Q for radio circuits

mis usually in the rango of 50 to 200 and sometimes up to
500. Audio circuits use values of from 1 to 20
•
The operation of an oscillator circuit has often been
explained by using the analogy of a loaded spring or of
a pendultara. In all three instances, the high energy level
in one system is transferred to a second system of l<meT
energy level, idiich in turn transfers the energy to the
first system and the cycle repeats until all the original
energy is dissipated in losses or until the energy of both
systems is at the same level# Oscillatory motion may be
maintained indefinitely if the energy lost during each
cycle is supplied by a suitable source* The most ocanmon
method of returning energy to a ttined parallel resonant
circuit is to utilize the amplifying properties of a ther-»
mionic tube* Amplification refers to the fact that a
small change in grid voltage has the same effect on plate
current that a large change in plate supply voltage hae»
This fact indicates the possibility of generating a large
voltage by a small one, or the generation of a large amount
of power from a small amount. The amplified power or vol*
tage output from the tubes is obtained from the emf^ con««»
nected between the plate and cathode, not from the tube it«
self. The tube merely regulates the power from an out*
side source. This method is employed in the tuned»grid

circuit shown In Plg» D3»
i^ Supplcj
The fluctuation of potentlAl at point **a** due to
osclllationa In the tuiiod circuit cause variations In the
grid voltage* "G*** The change In plate current resulting
from this causes a transfer of energy from the plate volt-
age supply to the timed circuit Inductance through tlio mu-
tual inductance between the two colla# If the circuit con«
stants are properly chosen, the rate of energy fed back to
the circuit will be equal to the rate of energy lost due
to resistance* Similar systems have been developed for
other oscillator circuits.
A very necessar;:; pcirt of any oscillator circuit is
a well regulated power supply. Since the charactor1stics
of the power supply to the oscillator affect to a very
BMtt»ked degree the stability of the oscillator, it would be
well to discuss that subjoct briefly.
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The practically xinivorsal use of alternating ciorront
for transmission and distribution of electric power nooea-
sltates the conversion to direct current for certain ap*
plications. This transformation is done quite readily by
electronic rectifiers, especially when the direct current
output is used for the operation of electron tubes
A simple diode electron tube is often used as a recti-*
fier in small radio circults When the cathode of the
tube is heated, it emits electrons which are attracted to
the plate, if the plate is at a positive potential with
respect to the cathode* Because of the nature of ther*
mionio conduction, the tube is a conductor only in one
direction. If an alternating voltage is applied between
the cathode and the plate, then electrons will flow only
on the positive half-cycles of alternating voltage^
There will be no flow of electrons during the half-cycle
when the plate is negative with respect to the cathode
»
Thus the alternating current is rectified to a pulsating
direct current which is suitable, with proper filtering,
for use in electron tube operation* The direct current
required for their operation may also be obtained from a
battery source.
Practically all radio-frequency oscillators are es-
sentially tuned amplifier circuits with means provided
whereby soiae of the output is fed back into the input.

wthe amplifier supplyInc its own signal
t
Because or the requirements for the araplifylng process,
the tube In oscillators employing a tank circuit must be
connected to the circuit in such a way that when the al»
ternatlng grld-»to*»cathode voltage Is positive, the alter*
nating plate*»to*cathode is negative,
A large number of circuits have been developed and
their relative merits and particular uses are discussed
very well in several books on the subject, including
"Electronic Circuits and Tubes** by the Cruft Electronics
Staff of Harvard University, and "Theory and Applications
of Electron Tubes" by H» J* Reich, The beat^^frequoncy
oscillator will be discussed later in the section on in**
81rumentat 1on
A satisfactory oscillator for laboratory use must
satisfy the requirement that the frequency of oscillation
is stable; that is, the frequency does not drift from the
desired value. This stability is affected by the temp»
erature of the working c'.rcuit, the value of plate voltage,
the load that is supplied by the output, and mechanical
variations of circuit ele:iaents# Teriperature changes
result in a change of all tliree circuit parameters and cause
a certain ariount of drix't. This may be minimized by using
the equipment only after a sufficient warm<»up period to
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bring the circuit to the oporfttlng temperaturo and by
exercising careful temperature control during the moasur**
Ing operation^
Another factor that latiot be considered in the do-
sign of these circuits is the problem of spurioxm oapaci«
tance and inductance sxxcii as may occur in leads and con-»
nectors. This difficulty raay be minimiaed by proper shield-
ing and judicious arrangeiaent of the coaqponent parts ot
the circultf
The moisture content of the air has some effect on
the capacitance between two plates idiere air Is the dl*
electric and should be considered when precise measure**
ments are desired*

Proposed Applioations
The most obvious application of oscillators to the
problem of converting linear displaoemonts into meastire*
able electrical quantities is to use a simple oscillator
in which the resonant frequency of the tank circuit may
be changed by varying tlio capacitance* A deviation from
any "zero" resonant valuo caused by a displacement of
capacitor plates attached to the model will cause a change
of current in the plate circuit and will also change the
resonant frequency. This output current or frequency can
be detected In any of several ways and with proper cali-
bration may be interpreted in terns of distance*
Since the oapacitanc© between two plates varies in-»
versoly with the distanco between then, some method for
returning to "zero" conditions at the beginning of each
meastireraent raust be devised. This may be done by using a
particular frequency or current as the "zero" value # Tliia
value will, of course, correspond to some known displace-
ment and can be duplicated when desired. Then under Ideal
conditions a change in distance between the plates results
in a corresponding variance from zero conditions in otiher
parts of the circuit. One thing to bear in mind in this
system is that an increase In capacitance does not have
the same effect upon frequency as does a decrease in oa*»
pacitance. The change of frequency is given by the equationj
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This indioates that an increase in eapaoitanoe has less
affect in changing the frequency than does a decrease.
Therefore, two calibration curves must be plotted; or the
displacement motion must be limited to one direction.
The sensitivity of this arrangement, that is, the change
in frequency per unit change of displacement, depends on
the magnitude of the original distance between plates # due
to the fact that capacity varies inversely with distance.
In other words, the smaller the zero displacement, the
more effective will be a unit change of distance in caus-
ing a change of frequency.
Some of the controlling features of the physical
construction should be considered* The frequency rang©
desired during operation is the controlling factor of de-
sign and determinem the constfiuits of the circuit. There
are any nimiber of combinations of inductance and capaci-
tance that will give a desired frequency, since the fre-
quency depends only on the product of the two quantities.
As previously mentioned, the Q of the circuit should be
high, and further the ratio of inductance to capacitance
should be as low as possible. In this method, where the
change in frequency depends on a change of capacitance,
the total capacity of the circuit should be small so that

M§L amall change will be a larger percentage of the total •
Prelimineu:»y investigations showed that frequencies in the
neighborhood of 1 or 2 megacycles give good sinsitivityt
but spurious capacitance gives instability and makes dupli*
cation of results very difficult. A frequency somewhat
lower, around 600 ko., was required to give a siiitable
balance of sensitivity and stability*
A change of 10 or 20 kc« is noticeable and may bo de«»
tected qvite easily on a frequency meter or on a well
calibrated radio sot. Assuming two capacitor plates that
move perpendicular to the planes in which they lie, mid with
air as the dielectric, plates with an area of 2.25 square
inches would require a travel of 0.45 inches (from 0.05 to
0.50 inch) to give a cliange of 10 aaaafd. Larger plates and
smaller initial displacements v/ould, of course, require
smaller travels to give the same change. However, the
least dimension raeasured accurately would be about 0«10
inch, depending on the scale of the frequency metor or the
radio dial* This would be two large for use in this pro-
blem. Difficulties in getting the plates back to the ssero
position before each reading would bo very severe. Also
keeping the plates In perfect alignment as they move apart
would require precise machining of parts. The supports
would probably give friction causing an additional load
to be applied to the deflected structiire, though this
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effect could be mlnlnlsed by proper lubrication.
The aultability of this system for solving the problem
seems doubtful, but greater attention to details could re-
duce the inaccuracies to a minimum. Higher frequencies,
calling for lower total capacitance would keep the size of
the capacitor plates within practical dimensions as well
as requiring smaller dlsplf cement to give noticeable change
in frequency. The use of amplifying equipment on the out-
put end of the oscillator would give a finer indicating
scale. The sensitivity and the difficulty in duplicating
results would seem to make the system unsuitable.
A aeoond method that presents itself is similar to the
first except that a change in inductflLiice of the tanic cir-
cuit is used rather than a change of capacitance. T e
physical set-up is quite the same except that a sitmll coil
with a soft-iron core is used as the conversion unit. Dis-
placements are registered by tbit chaixge in relative posi-
tion of the coil and core. Physically, one of the two
parts (coil or core) is attached to the model while the
other is secured to a base plane. A change of position of
the model with respect to the base plane causes a change
in inductance and consequently a different resonant fre-
quency.
A small coil with a soft-iron core, placed in parallel
or series with a standard radio oscillator coil may be made
to serve as the conversion \mit«
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Tlie physical characteristics of the coll are not of great
Importance except that the coils should be as small as
possible and yet large enough to be effective In chaix^lng
the Inductance of the circuit. For stability, the total
value of inductance should be high to give a high value
of Q, but not too high to give a reasonably low vaiuo of
L« Actually the capacity may be changed, within linits, to
H
give the desired frequency for any set of coils that may
be connected in the tank circuit* Tlxese capacitors are
usually called trimmer condensers and are used extensively
in radio work to control the resonating frequency of tank
circuits in both receiving and transmitting units # They
are usually laulti-plated with mica as the dielectric*
High sensitivity is attained more easily in this type
of circuit since the permeability and consequently the in*»
ductance chaiiiges very rapidly with respect to distance at
the Instant the core Is completely withdrawn from the
coll. At this point the high permeability path changes
abruptly into one of low permeability since no iron remains
in the path* fhe rang© of high sensitivity is very li-
mited, extending: over less than one«»quarter of an inch in
one coil that was testod#
An apparatus that may be used to give better accuracy
in indicating the change in frequency due to a change of
circuit constants in the tank circuit is called the boat-

frequency oscillator. This device consists esaentially
of two separate oscillators that feed Into a ooraraon nixing
circuit, with the output of the mixer indicating tlie ;'if«»
ferenoe between the two input frequencies* A slaiplo
block diagram is shown in Fig* D4»
»7
r/xec/
M/'x^r t\
(
\
Kb an example, if one oscillator resonates at 700 kc» and
the other at 600 kc,, the output from the raixer will be
100 kc. If the difference in frequencies is zero there
will be no output from the mixer* This point may bo used
as the indicating or "zero" position.
Any of the usual oscillator circuits may be used for
this purpose, the only requirement beln^r^ that both oscil-
lators should be as nearly alike as possible.
The design of these beat-frequency or heterodyne os-
cillators involves a nuiiiber of special problems, the most
important of which is the prevention of interaction between
the two oscillators. This effect causes the two oscillators
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to pull Into synchronism when their output frequency dif-
ference is small. Interaction may be prevented by ade-
quate shielding, proper location of component parts, and
use of filters in connecting the oscillators to the mixer
circuit.
Frequency instability in heterodyne units results from
the sarae causes as in other typos of oscillators, but it
is likely to bo greater because a small percentage oliange
In frequency of either oscillator results in a much grefiter
percentage variation of output frequency* However, if the
oscillators are practically alike in arrangement and value
of constants, they respond to changes of supply voltage
and temperature in a similar manner and the output fre-
quency is affected very little.
As to practical design values for a circuit, it is
necessary to decide on the desired operating range of fre-
quency and consequently determine the values of inductance
€ind capacitance required in the tank circuits of the os-
cillators* At hi£:her frequencies, above 2 mc, the problem
of Interaction is very pronounced, and heavy shielding of
connectors plus isolation of parts has to be resorted to#
If tl,ie situation warrants, extensive filtering systens and
buffer amplifiers are used to prevent distortion and
drift of the output voltage frequency.
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Either the Inductance or the capacitance of the circuits
may be used as the conversion iinit» As in the othor r.iethods,
a system of "zero" conditions would be required. Both tank
circuits must be oontrollod so that "zero" conditions may
be arrived at easily and with accuracy.
The theory of application of the heterodyne unit ia
quite obvious—one oscillator is considered as "fixed"
in the sense that it is the one used as a standard^ while
the tank oiroult of the second oscillator is attaclied to
the model and its frequency of oscillation is ohan£;od by
merit of the relative motion of two capacitor plates or
of a coil and an iron core^
In the fomer case, one plate of the condenser In the
variable oscillator circuit is attached to the model, the
other to a base surface* The condenser in the fixed oscil«»
later might best be of the rotor type used in oomtiiercial
radio timing circuits* This would give relatively easy
calibration since the rotor condenser could be returned to
its zero setting and the variable condenser plates could
be adjusted until a zero beat is obtained from the mixer*
Then a movement of the condenser plates, caused by deflec-
tion of the model, causes a change of frequency in the
variable oscillator circuit* This is immediately reflected
in the output of the mixer by the presence of a beat note
in a set of earphones* This beat note may also be picked
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up by a radio set timed to the frequency of the oscil-
lators* The problem thon resolves Itself into one of get*
ting rid of the beat by changing the capacity of the
''fixed" condenser in accordance with the change that has
already occui'red in tho variable condenser. If the fixed
condenser has been previously calibrated, the deflection
of the two plates may bo read directly from a scale that
is attached to the rotor condenser or from a calibration
ciu?ve that has been set up*
The main coils of tlie oscillator circuits may be o-»
perated on in the same manner as has been suggested above
for the condensers* Tho ease of tuning the *'fixed" circuit
is not as great when inductance coils are used as compared
to condensers, since the critical range In both oscillators
is so narrow. On the other hand, however, the instrumenta-
tion in regard to attaching the converter unit to tlie model
is some«^at Blmpllfied by using the coll. The physical
size of the coll is much smaller than the slse of condenser
plates to give the same sensitivity. Prom the standpoints
of practicality and ease of tuning, It would seem better
to make the conversion unit inductive and the balancing
and measuring unit capacitive, the latter using a rotor
condenser.
The last suggested nietliod has been carried throiii^
as far as deslt^n and construction are concerned, and
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preliminary investigations have been made into its acoiiracy
and suitability*
The circuit used is indicated in Pig. D8. Tlie oscil-
lator circuits are tuned so as to resonate at approximately
650 kc. Preliminary tests to detez»mine the total range
that can be covered indicated that it is slightly less than
one-quarter of an inch when operating in the most sensitive
region of the coil. The coil used in this investigation
was the antenna coil taken from a permeability tuning
circuit used for small radios. The balancing condenser
was composed of a single plate of a constant wave-length
condenser, giving a maximum capacity of 30 mmfd.
The results obtained were very erratic due priinarily
to high friction between the model and the base board.
Also, the instimment used had the tuning condenser moimted
on a separate chassis from the oscillator resultin^^ in
the use of long leads between the two units. This caused
quite a bit of interference from stray capacity and indue-*
tance as can be readily demonstrated merely by bringing
the hand to within about an inch of the connector. Placing
of the tuning condenser on the same chassis with the oscil-
lators would permit the enclosure of the connectors within
the chassis and would greatly reduce the interference
from stray sources.
Another difficulty resulted from making the shielding
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can nuts serve as a ground for several v/lres« Any force
causing a strain in thsBe nuts affected the reaonatixig
frequency causing it to drift quite badly* This indicates
that greater care must be exercised in placing grounds
so tliat they will be more stable.
In regard to the connector between the oscillator
and the conversion coil, it would seem better to have a
single lead(with heavier shielding than ordinary phonograph
pick-up wire)between the oscillator and the conversion
coil. This single lead could be used with several coils
If a switching arrangement were worked out so that only
one coil is connected at a time.
One very serious difficulty tliat arises is the need
for having a number of coils of the same inductive proper-
ties # These coils would liave to be constructed with very
close tolerances so that mx\tually consistent results may
be obtained from each of them when several are used on a
single model.
Further experimental v;ork is required to determine
the effect of length of circuit from coil to oscillator
on the results. Also, the amount of vai'iation in coil
properties is not at present available.
It was planned to calibrate the machine by moving
(from a zero position) the core In the inductive circuit a
known distance as measured by a micrometer and ascertaining
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the amount of rotation required by the rotor condenser to
bring the circuits back into balance as Indicated by the
absence of a beat note in the earphones. Ciirves could than
be plotted showing the rotation from zero position versus
the linecir displacement of the core with respect to the coil«
The ability to duplicate this curve would indicate the
stability and the suitability of the instruinent.
A series of curves obtained as already Indicated,
except at different frequencies and ratios of L(in either
or both oscillator circuits), would indicate the point
where optimun operating conditions (considering sensitivity,
stability, and range) could be expected.
This instruiaent, when properly adjusted, would s&ma
to give very excellent results. A better method of calibre*
ting would give greater accuracy, thotigh the inherent in-
stability of the machine uiay not warrant such an extreme*

ontQht MEmOD
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The optical method presents another approach to the
problem of converting minute displacements of a scale
model to a more easily neasured quantity. V^en a model
is displaced from its initial position it assumes a do**
fleeted position and every point on the model assumes a
definite slope • Mirrors mounted at any point, on tho
model f would also assunio the slope of the deflected modelf
and in so doing are forced to rotate through some angle
^
equal to the slope at the point of mounting. Therefore,
a reflected ray of light from an incident ray would also
be rotated, its angular rotation being equal to twice
the angular rotation of the mirror. The following proof
is offered.
Fig. 1
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If an incident ray of li^^iit from a light source S,
Pig, 1^ falls upon a plane mirror U at an angle i with the
normal Nj it is reflected at an arxgle r# The angle of In-
cidence i equals the an{.:le of reflection r. Rotating the
mirror to position M», tlirough an angled, causes the
normal to rotate through the same angle to position H*^
and the reflected ray along A*. The angle of incidence
increases to i« « i / © and similarly r' r / ©• The
angle of rotation of the reflected rayi
AOA» s r« - H»OA a r» - (r - 9)
Since r» i% r • i, and i* « 1 / 91
AOA« « 1« • (i - ©) » (i / 9) - (i • 9) S 2©
Thus the rotation of the reflected ray is twice the ro-
tation of the mirror* It is with this fact in mind that
the particular problem, to convert minute linear displace-
ments in terms of more easily measureabel quantities, l«d*f
tangent distances and angles, was approached*
For a proper understanding of the problem involved,
let it be assumed that a model has been constructed ^sith
irery small mirrors mounted at designated points. The model
may be of any material (usually a plastic compound), size,
or shape, constructed to represent the actual structure for
which the investigation is to be conducted. For the sake
of simplicity in this discussion, a two span continuous
beam supported at points A, B, and C, Pig. 2 will be
considered.
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A single line A|B|C| will be used to represent the model
diagremmfttioally. However, the discussion will be ap-
plicable to any shaped model to be investigated.
Take the model resting on sorae flat surface and in the
initial unrestrained position A|B|C, fig. 2. If a ray of
light from a light source S falls upon the plane mirror,
attached to tlie model at any point A, at some angle i to the
noiTnalj It is reflected at an angle r from the normal. Prom
the previous discussion i and r are equal. Displace point
A a small amount to point A* and the continuous beam v/ill be
forced into the deflected shape shown in Fig, 2. In so doing,
the mirror moves from point a to a* along some curved path
aa', rotating tliru some angle. The problem would be simpli-
fied immeasureably if the mirror did move along the straight
line path aa".
Consider the portion of the beam at points a and a'.
Pig. 3. In moving from a to a', the mirror, assumed to act
as an integral part of the model, rotates through the arigle<\^ •
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Fig, 3
A temgent to tho deflected model at thla pointy extended.
Intersects line AB; and subtends eun angle equal to the angle
c^jrhich gives the slope of the deflected model at this
point. Measurement of the angles through which the mirrors
rotate would then give the slopes of the deflected curves
at these points.
Since at the present no known mathematical solution is
available to compute the values of these angles a laethod of
measurement was adopted* Before proceeding with this method
a basic assumption liiust bo made; The error introduced in
angle by the mirror in moving from a to a* is negligible.
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Tl:\eoretically, with the mirror in position aS Fis» 3#
the incident ray Iq would no longer fall upon it. But,
another ray of light l^ at some other angle of incidence i*
to the normal, does so with the reflected ray R-^* rotated
through angle B. The nomal IV to the mirror in position
a' also rotates and when extended would intersect a gradu*
ated scale, mounted along x-x, at some predetermined distance
from A, B, C, at oT. The normal N to the mirror in position a,
when extended, intersects the scale at point o« If point o
were used as the reference or zero point, from which all
readings along the scale were to be measured and referred
to, the error would be equ^l to x» In addition there
would be another error x*, equal to the difference in
readings of rays Rq and R^*; both rays reflected from the
rotated mirror with the some angle setting, in positions a
and a*, respectively. The errors may be additive or com-
pensating. Position of the light soxirce may be important
and no tests were carried on to determine the most do 3 ire-
able position for it» The light source, approximately 18
inches from the model, was considered relatively close
enough to assume, for all practical purposes, these errors
introduced would be negligible. The equipment was then con-
structed and arranged with this assumption in mind. Before
continuing, it is best to note that all preliminary
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tests to determine the feasibility of the optical riothod
were to be conducted on a continuous beam before proceeding
to models of other shapes* As such, the following procedure
will apply to a continuous beam and may, with some slight
modification, if necessary, be applied to other models*
A simple experiment was conducted to determine the order
of magnitude of these errors with the aid of the calibration
instru lent* Its construction and primary use will be ex-
plained later. With a hypothetical curve drawn between
points a and a', point a« 2" from and 2/l0" to the right of
point a; center the calibration instrument over point a with
the axis of the mirror coinciding with the longitudinal center-
line of the base B, and line AB, with the indicating pointer
reading ^ero* With light falling on the mirror an image of
the etched cross hair on the face of the mirror will appear
on the graduated tape at x-x» This reading will sorve as
the zero reading, and should be taken with the light source
perpendicular to the plane of the mirror* Readings should
be taken for several angle settings of the mirror at any
point a, with the light source remaining perpendicular and
fixed in position* An approximate range of angles of 20
degrees, 10 degrees either side of the zero point should
suffice; because the maximum angle of rotation to be expected
of the mirrors attached to the model, shown by preliminary
investigations and observations, would in all probability
fall within this range of angles* Similarly, the instrument
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was then moved to point 2, located J" from and l/lO " to
the right of a, and finally to a% For each angle setting
on the mirror readings wore taken and at all times the
longitudinal center line of the base of the Instrument was
parallel to the line AB» Readings recorded are tabulated
below and do show very little change In Initial readings*
FhsiT/OA/ a 2 O^
Af^^ie
QO 5.( ^.IS 5.09
J?** 6./ 0./2 6./
2
/O" 72/ 722 7/9
The tabulated results appear to be conclusive, but they
should not be interpreted as being wholly so, at least not
until further investigation is carried on after the necessary
refinements in the construction of the apparatus, graduated
tape, and protractor are made* This test was conducted for
an extremely hypothetical curved path, but from observations
in displacing point A approximately 1", which is considered
large, the path was for all practical purposes a straight
line* It can be assumed that these errors are negligible
and therefore angle 0*a'I' « Oal. Thus within probable
accuracy, tangent distance readings on the graduated scale
at x-x can be correlated to the corresponding measured
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angles of rotation of the calibration mirror; for Ini**
tlal and final positions of designated points on the model.
The procedure would then be to measure the angle tlirough
which the calibration mirror rotates, record the graduated
scale reading and tabulate these values. With the knovm
scale readings for the deflected model enter the table and
select the corresponding angle.
Apparatus
The entire assembly, photograph # 1# consists of ; a
work bench B, telescopic adjuster unit TE, telescopic support
S, transformer T, model M with attached mirrors M, rail R,
adjusting screws S*, and calibration Instrument (not shown).
Work Bench
The work bench top was made of 5/4 '* plywood having
sufficient strength and rigidity to remain perfectly flat.
The edges were made mutually perpendicular so that they
could be used for alignjnont with the wall, riding rail R,
and telescopic unit TS. One inch angle irons extendir^g 6"
from the edge of the 3/4 " plywood served as supporting
arms for the traveling rail. The angles, secured to the
end legs, held the rail upon iriiich the te^escopio adjuster
unit traveled. Bach arm contained adjusting screws, to
permit adjustment and leveling of the rail. A i** square
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steol rod was used for the rail. Strips of angle Iron, ap-
proximately i" In length, were attached to the ends of the
end legs with wood s crews # Each angle leg was drilled
and tapped to receive screws to aid In adjusting and le-
veling the work bench*
Telescopic Unit
The telescopic unit, photo # 3, consists of a lens and
two pieces of tubing; one piece sliding within the other
PHOTO. # 3
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to permit foousing of the light aouroa. The lens war^ ««t
into the stationary piece o£ brass tubing S, with the use
of an adapter ring* This ring was carefuIXy machin#d to
give a very snug fit* A grooved recess In the rln,s held a
wire spring, extending over the entire perIsihery, and held
the lens flush against ft shoulder t which was provided* This
adapter unit w^o an offspring of an original idea to us#
very small mirrors mamifaotured by General Electric
t
which required the use 0f a lens* It proviwl to be unsatis-
factory and was discarded in favor of another } a brass
block Bf silver soldered to tube S, oocatalns a drilled hole
which permits upward and downward movement and horizontal
rotation of the telescopic unit. Protractor P^^ was used
to measure the horisontal moveiaent of the light source*
Adequate light of sufficient intensity was provided hj a
Tung«Sol bulb, rated at 6«»8 volts producing &0 cande
power* This type of lamp is normally foxmd in tmsk
head lights* A wood plu^ l«, inserted in the adjustable
tube section contained a drilled hole of sufficient diameter
to peri:ait insertion of the base of the bulb* An ovorXap*
ping brass plug %» 1/8 *• thlok« was fastened by two wood
serews to the exposed fac0 of the wood plug. A light brass
compressioxi spring was Inserted between the head of a brass
screw passing tiirough a drilled hole in the center of the
pli% and the inner face of the plug and served to inside
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proper contact, A brass nut served to insure proper adjust-
ment of contact.Lead wires were soldered to the lamp and to
the proper terminals of the transformer TR, A i^ round
rod K_, used for a support, was attached to a base block A,
o
machine grooved to permit travel along the riding rail R^.
A set screw C, in the side of the block was used to fasten
the support in place*
Transformer
A filament transformer was used to reduce house voltage
,
110 volts AC, to the required voltage for the lamp, 6-8 volts
AC«
Calibration Instriiment
The original intent of this instrument was to provide
a means for measuring the angles through which a mirror
rotates. For each angle a scale reading was to be recorded
and these values tabulated* With known readings for the
deflected position enter the tables and jielect the proper
angle* The instrument, photograph # 4, consists of a cali-
bration mirror M, which should contain an etched hair line
on the surface; support S, grooved to receive the mirror;
base B, containing a forced fit spindle about which the
mirror and support were centered; pointer I, and protrac-
tor P* used to record the angles*
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Mirrors
Sase in handling, moxmting, and size were of paramount
importance in selecting nirrors. A mirror small enougli to
be considered a point on the model was desired. For a pre*
liminary trial .OlS" x •090" mirrors raaniiTactured by General
Electric, KP113142, were used. These were attached to the
edge of the model with special mirror glue, also produced
by the General Electric company* Wet tip tooth-picks
served to remove them from their individual capsules, and
then they were mounted on the prepared edge. The glue re-
quires approximately 10 hours to set. The model had to
be handled with considerable care once the mirrors were
mounted. The slightest jarring action would cause them to
fall off.
A double convex lens of 5 cm. focal length, mounted in
the adapter unit, was required to concentrate the llgjlit soiorce
at a point on the mirror. A circular image was produced
containing fringes aroimd the periphery; which may pos-
sibly be a result of light interference or defraction. Glue
on the mirror surface reduced its reflecting properties.
Because of the difficulties involved in the above method,
the following method was attempted, then adopted.
Small mirrors cut from ordinary hand mirrors served
their purpose well. The sr.ialle8t strips possible with an
ordinary glass cutter were out from the piece of stock and
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then cut In pieces approximately 5/16 " long. The face of
each small mirror was covered with adhesive tape. A nar-
row strip of the tape was removed with a razor and straight
edge, exposing only that portion of the reflecting surface.
A satisfactory clear image was obtained with method. A
suggested modification v;ould be to eliminate the adliesive
tape entirely and etch hair lines on the face of the mir-
rors to give a mark of fine division. Another suggestion,
which may prove just as satisfactory, would be to scribe a
fine line on the back face of the mirror with a scriber and
straight edge. Airplane glue was ii»ed to attach the mirrors
to the model satisfactorily. It has great strength and drya
quickly.
Proposed Procedure
The procedure in mind at the time would be to sot the
edge of the table at a known measured distance and parallel
to the wall of the room; with the measuring tape mounted on
this wall. Level the table, rail, and set the model at a
measured distance from the table edge. V^ith the model in
position, either trace the outline of the model on the table
and transfer the selected points and set the calibration in-
strument at each one of these points; or place the instrument
over the points on the model directly. With the instrument
at each point and light soiu:»ce perpendicular to the face of
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the calibration mirror, locate the zero point reading. Then
calibrate the angles of rotation of the mirror with the
graduated scale on the wall. Tabulate these values of the
angles and tangent distances for the unrestrained position
of the model. For models with straight edges parallel to
the wall one calibration need be necessary and for models of
other shapes all points ii7ill probably have to be calibrated.
The pin removed, displace the model a known amount, and re-
place the pin. V/lth the scale readings for the deflected
model enter the tables and select the corresponding angles.
The angle between the noniial and reflected ray eqiials twice
the angle of rotation of the mirror. With the value of this
angle and the tangent diittance 01', Fig. 3, known, the per-
pendicular distance Oa" can be computed. The difference
between Oa" and the measured value Oa would give the dis-
placement aa" of point a. The ratio of aa' and the measured
applied deflection, when plotted, will give the Influence
line.
Results and Recommendatlona,
The method does lend Itself to possible use and mty
prove practical, but before this can be definitely es-
tablished some modifications and necessary refinements in
the apparatus must be made. Those refinements should include
a scale graduated to at least l/lOO of an inch; at least a
fifteen minute protractor on the calibration instrument; and
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just aa Important, finer workmanship In construction, prepa-
ration, and arrangement of the apparatus* The element of
time would not permit these revisions to be made, and al-
though tests could have been conducted to obtain data the
results would have been erroneous. Therefore, no data was
obtained but observations from preliminary Investigation
and experimentation did show the need for the above sugeested
revisions and refinements* Application of the values of the
angles measured by this method in the formulas derived for
the Slope Deflection Method may have possibilities. Further
investigation is necessary*

CONCLUSIONS
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Mechanical methoda of analysis employing large deflec-
tion of models may bo used to advantage by the average en-
gineering office. The large deflections employed makes un-
necessary the use of expensive apparatus necessary whan
measuring minute deflections. Deflections can be such that
their measurement with a finely divided scale or, better
yet, with a micrometer will In many cases give results
sufficiently accurate to check theoretical solutions* The
results are largely dependent upon the use of good judge-
ment in the selection of raodel dimensions and upon the
amount of distortion applied at the redundant.
A plastic model may be used even with large deflections.
The model will creep with any but the smallest deflection;
however, the creep will produce no maleffect on results
since creep tends to take the shape of the deflected struc-
^
ture as a permanent set*
Tlie us© of changes in resistance, inductance, or capaci-
tance at audio frequencies to measure minute deflections
proves to be iiapractical* Deflections may be made to work
changes in resistance, inductance, or capacitance. However,
to measure the changes and correlate them to minute de-
flections it is necessary that, in the case of resistance,
contact resistance remain constant; in the case of induc-
tance or capacitance Impractical sizes of coil and core or
capacitor plates would be necessary. If practical sizes
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of inductive coils or capacitors are used, it may be pos-
sible to correlate chaii/^es to deflection but exceedingly
expensive apparatus would be needed.
Radio frequency oscillators may be used in the solution
of the problem provided proper balance is maintained be-
tween sensitivity and stability of oscillation, both of which
depend on the circuit constants. Practical difficulties
limit the application of a purely oapacitive or inductive
circuit connected to a single oscillator. The beat frequency
oscillator reduces the problem to that of balancing on© os-
cillator against another and thereby removes the human factor
almost completely. A :xoo<^ method of calibration is needed
in order that the results may be more reliable. It Is recom-
mended that further experimentation be carried out to de-
termine the optimum operating conditions with the present
instrumentation.
Further refinements are required in the optical method
before suitable results may be obtained.
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